
Final Will and Testament 
 

Of Zephaniah Dribald, Seventh and Final Captain of Emissary 1 

Founder of the Kapteyn-Emissary Colony on Kapteyn B. 

 

To my children and their children, and all future Kapteynians: 

 

Our forefathers set a course for what is now our home. Kapteyn B was their distant 

destination, but in time, it will become our origin. May you be fruitful and multiply. Fill this 

world and cultivate it. Build a brave new civilization atop the ruins, and rebuild from rubble, 

the hopes of our forefathers. For where they hoped to find life, we have found death. 

Where they hoped to find water, we have found dust. But as often as our discoveries fall 

short of our dreams, let them never shatter our optimism. As often as knowledge kills faith, 

let there be a resurrection of that faith. Let us endeavor to mend these shards of hope and 

build a greater lantern than we had before. And may you always remember that on 

Kapteyn, reality is both darker and brighter than the dreams which preceded it. For where 

our ancestors hoped to find friends, we have found brothers. 

 

Allotments: 

 

To my oldest, my daughter Amanzari: I leave the Dribald Plains. The cities there are as 

grand as Earth’s Egypt. The pharaohs of Kapteyn have left behind plenty of self-sustaining 

croplands, and your cousin Heath tells me there are herds of bison with blunted horns. May 

you build a strong, beautiful and peaceful nation that will forever make this old world new. 

 

To my second-born, my son Arnold: I leave the Nelstrom Mountains. They stretch the 

entire length of the western continent creating a protective barrier around three sides of your 

sister’s domain. My desire is that you and your descendants protect her. And from the 

bounty of the mines dug there by our distant relatives, before we arrived, be a blessing to 

her and the rest of Kapteyn, 

 

To my third-born, my son Gari: I leave the global capital, Emissary 1, the ship of our 

Founders. Care for her. Preserve her. Etch her image in stone like the ancient Kapteynians 

did their vessel. Never let the record of our Earthen origins be lost. If it becomes possible in 

your lifetime, I would love for Emissary to be moved to the Kapteyn Origins Ark on the 

continent Nelstrom. It just seems fitting to me that these twin ships rest together. But of 

course, you can work that out with your cousins after I am gone. 


